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In the same way the general solution of the equation of differences
(n + 2) un+2 - (2» + 3) pun+l + (n + 1) « n = 0 is ww=^P7t+BQn where
Both these partial solutions are integral rational functions of p. This result is easily verified by substitution : if we remember that the equation is satisfied by un=Pn, we find tliat the coefficient of every Pn is zero.
286. We have seen in Art. 283 that the potential of any body can be expanded in a series of spherical harmonics of integral orders. In this expansion Ynrn and Znrn are both integral and rational functions of x, y, z of a positive integral order. Changing to polar coordinates we find that Yn is an integral function of cos0, sin & cos <p, sin 5 sin ^. Expanding the powers of sin0, cos0 in multiple angles, we have
where AQ,A1...An9B1...Bn are all integral and rational functions of sin 0 and cos 6. Substituting this value of Yn in (7), we see that both Ak and Bk satisfy
where jtt= cos 0.
Since the equation (10) reduces to the form (8) when 7c=0, we have 40=a0Pw(/t), where a0 is an arbitrary constant.
The values of AlJ fil &c. will not be required; it will therefore be sufficient to mention that their values found from equation (10) are
where ak and 5fc are arbitrary constants.
The function (afccos/c0 + ?^sin 7r0) (sin 0)fc -~~^- is called a tesseral surface
harmonic of degree n and order k.   In the particular case in which k=n, the function is called a sectorial surface harmonic of degree n.
387. The case in which Yn = Pn(p) is sometimes useful in the theory of attractions. Since p is the cosine of the angle between the directions (6, 0), (#', 0'), Pn is a symmetrical function of (0, 0), (0', <p'). We therefore have
,]kp   flkp '
Pn (P) = «<,?, A' + »'* (sin 8 sin «')* ~            cos 7c (0 - 0'),
where Pu = Pu(Ja), Pw'=Pu(/a'), ^ = 003^, ^' = cos0' and S implies summation from 7c = l to n. By putting 0 = 0, #' = 0 we see that a0 = l. In a similar way by putting
G=ITT, 6' = fyr we deduce that afc=2 r ;?? ~ . ( .    When 7c = 0, we take half this value.
L,(n + ti)
_ 288. Three theorems. The great utility of Laplace's functions depends on three theorems. To these we now turn our attention.
Theorem I. If Tm, Yn be two Laplace's functions of different orders then fYmYndu> = 0, where dco is an elementary solid angle and the integration extends over the whole surface of the unit sphere.

